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As electricity distribution businesses, CitiPower and Powercor are 

regulated according to fi ve-year regulatory periods. This process is 

referred to as the Electricity Distribution Price Reset, or regulatory reset, 

and is governed by the National Electricity Rules and administered by 

the Australian Energy Regulator (AER).

To help shape our regulatory proposals for the 2016–2020 period, 

we want to keep talking with you – our customers and stakeholders – 

about electricity. We want to know what is important to you across a 

range of issues – from supply reliability and tariffs, through to network 

connections, service standards, and further growth and development 

in your area.

The AER assesses our regulatory proposals and makes a decision 

on the revenues or prices that the businesses can earn or charge 

during the regulatory control period.

We want to know 
what is important to you
The views and concerns of our customers 

and stakeholders are vital to informing our 

future priorities and directions.

Our Directions and Priorities Consultation 

Paper outlines what you’ve told us and the 

activities we propose to undertake during 

the next regulatory control period.

Please review this consultation paper 

and provide further feedback on our 

proposed directions and priorities. 

Your feedback will ensure we have a 

robust foundation for our detailed plans 

and submissions for the 2016–2020 

regulatory control period.

   Feedback prompts

Look out for these prompts throughout 

the paper. These questions can be 

used to help shape your submission. 

Please read the Providing feedback 

section at the end of this document 

prior to making a submission.

March 2013  May 2014 May 2015 April 2016

Our stakeholder engagement activities

Phase 1

April 2013 – May 2013
Independent stakeholder engagement 

research undertaken

October 2013 
Talking Electricity website launched

December 2013 – June 2014
Have Your Say online survey

December 2013 – April 2015
Asset tours

February 2014 – June 2014
Targeted research activities

including focus groups and interviews

CitiPower and Powercor analyse

customer and stakeholder

engagement outcomes

Phase 2

May 2014 – June 2014
Regional Engagement Forums

CitiPower and Powercor 

analyse customer and stakeholder 

research outcomes

September 2014
Directions and Priorities 

Consultation Paper released

Directions and Priorities consultation

CitiPower and Powercor consider 

Directions and Priorities stakeholder 

consultation submissions

April 2015
2016–2020 regulatory proposals and 

overview papers submitted to AER

Phase 3

AER public forum on 

regulatory proposals

AER invites written submissions 

on regulatory proposals

October 2015 
AER preliminary (draft) determination

AER invites written submissions 

on preliminary determination

January 2016
2016–2020 revised regulatory

proposals submitted to AER

April 2016
2016–2020 AER substitute (fi nal) 

determination

Key stakeholder briefi ngs

Proactive engagement via Talking Electricity

Ongoing business-as-usual stakeholder engagement activities
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Dear stakeholder,

We recognise that we play an important role in the economic and social 
development of the communities in which we operate by delivering a safe, 
cost-effective and reliable electricity supply that underpins the growth 
and prosperity of our regions.

Our commitment to our customers is demonstrated in our strong track record 
in respect to safety, reliability, cost effi ciency and customer satisfaction.

During the past 18 months we have stepped up our conversations with 
customers to better understand their current and future needs. These 
conversations, as well as our regulatory obligations, are shaping the 
directions and priorities for our business for the next fi ve-year regulatory 
period (2016 to 2020).

Thank you to the many customers and stakeholders who have participated 
in our engagement program to date, from completing our online survey 
through to having their say in focus groups and interviews, or attending one 
of the regional engagement forums.

With that, I am pleased to present our Directions and Priorities 
Consultation Paper outlining the work we propose to undertake from 
2016 to 2020. Importantly, this work includes: investments to support 
growth across our region; safely maintaining our assets to ensure 
consistently high levels of reliability; implementing bushfi re mitigation 
strategies and initiatives; and evaluating emerging technologies and 
how they can be integrated into the network.

We are confi dent that we are investing in priorities that strike the 
right balance between safety, reliability, growth and affordability. 
These investments ensure we can responsibly, and effi ciently, 
respond to the challenges in our sector and facilitate customers’ 
changing energy choices.

Finally, I encourage and look forward to your feedback on our 
directions and priorities as we seek to fi nalise our regulatory 
proposals in the coming months. Thank you again for your 
support in this process.

who have participated in the 
engagement program to date

Thank you
to the many customers 
and stakeholders

Tim Rourke
Chief Executive Offi cer 
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Our business

CitiPower and Powercor are the 
most effi cient and reliable urban and 
rural electricity distribution networks 
in Victoria, respectively. We are two 
of Victoria’s fi ve privately owned 
electricity distributors.
We own and manage the ‘poles and wires’ that deliver 

electricity to nearly 1.1 million homes and businesses 

in Victoria, servicing a population of 1.96 million, with 

responsibility for the quality and reliability of electricity 

delivered to customers within these networks. The 

CitiPower and Powercor networks are very different, most 

notably in customer density, the age of the networks, 

geographic characteristics, and the distances and 

technologies required to transport electricity. 

Delivering a safe and reliable electricity supply underpins 

economic development and prosperity. Our business 

makes a substantial contribution to the state’s economic 

development, powering existing businesses and growth 

across the communities in which we operate. 

In addition we employ more than 2,000 people in 14 offi ces 

and depots in Melbourne and across central and western 

Victoria – in many areas we are a major employer creating 

jobs for people who want to live and work in regional Victoria. 

Responsible management of our network, including effi cient 

maintenance of our existing assets, and investment in 

emerging technologies that ensure our communities can 

meet tomorrow’s challenges, underpin 

our investment decisions.

Powercor Network statistics

Network line length: 85,883km

Network area: 145,651sq km

Customers: 758,406

Customer density: 5.2c/sq km

Zone substation transformers: 140

Distribution transformers: 82,780

Poles: 529,919

Underground lines: 10.6%

Network reliability: 99.97%

Economic contribution: 20.9%

CitiPower Network statistics

Network line length: 7,324km

Network area: 157sq km

Customers: 341,554

Customer density: 2,048c/sq km

Zone substation transformers: 106

Distribution transformers: 4,621

Poles: 58,847

Underground lines: 40%

Network reliability: 99.98%

Economic contribution: 30%
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CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION

GENERATION TRANSMISSION

Our role
We deliver residential, commercial and 

industrial customers a safe and reliable 

electricity supply, and are responsible for: 

• Maintaining and replacing network 

infrastructure to ensure reliability

• Investing in the network to support 

capacity growth

• Improving the resilience of the network 

to protect against extreme weather events 

• Connecting small and large-scale 

distributed generation to the network

• Operating the network on a day-to-day basis 

including all fault restoration

• Connecting new customers to the network

• Maintaining the public lighting system

• Recording and providing meter data 

to retailers.

The growing take-up of renewable energy, 

such as solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, 

wind and distributed generation, means we 

increasingly facilitate the integration of small 

and large-scale generation into the National 

Electricity Market, providing a means for 

small customers to participate in the market. 

This role will increase as customers adopt a 

wider range of ‘distributed energy sources’, 

and will see us optimally utilise all existing 

distribution assets so as to most effi ciently 

facilitate our customers’ energy choices.

Our vision and values
Our vision is connecting for a bright future. To realise this 

vision we are focused on:

• Continually improving how we engage with customers 

and key stakeholders on what matters to them to ensure 

we meet the energy needs of Victorians today and 

well into the future

• Providing customers with outstanding value for money 

by maximising the effi ciency of our operations, with 

a focus on safety and reliability

• Maintaining appropriate levels of investment in our network 

to support growth in Victoria, including associated 

business, industrial and infrastructure developments 

• Understanding emerging technologies and alternative 

sources of energy, and changing consumer patterns 

to ensure effective and cost-effi cient reinforcement 

of our network.

Our six values underpin everything we do, every day. 

They give even greater focus to understanding and 

supporting our customers, doing what is right and helping 

our people and our business strive for excellence in 

everything we do.

1. Live safely

2. Make it easy for your customer

3. Succeed together

4. Be community minded

5. Be the best you can be

6. Drive and embrace change.

CitiPower and Powercor Australia networks

Our place in the 

electricity supply chain

We own and manage 

the ‘poles and wires’ 

that deliver electricity 

to nearly 1.1 million homes 

and businesses in Victoria. 

We are responsible for 

delivering residential, 

commercial and industrial 

customers a safe and 

reliable electricity supply.
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Average minutes without supply 
(per customer per year)
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A track record of balanced, 
effi cient outcomes
We take pride in our strong 
performance over a long period 
of time, with a reputation for 
effi cient operations, safety and 
reliability that provide our 
customers with outstanding 
value for money.
In regard to reliability, CitiPower and Powercor 

customers now enjoy 99.98 per cent and 

99.97 per cent network availability respectively. 

Reliability improvements over time for both 

networks can be seen on the graph below 

right. The graph shows the minutes per 

year that our customers are without supply 

presented as a per-customer average, 

which is referred to as the System Average 

Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI). The results 

include all unplanned outages, as well as 

planned outages for maintenance and 

construction work. A simple linear trend line 

shows the continuing improvement over time 

of the average number of minutes off supply 

that our customers experience each year. 

Further to reliability, our networks are among 

the most cost-effi cient distributors of electricity 

in the National Electricity Market, as shown 

Efficiency benchmarking
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Source: Report prepared by Heugin Consulting 
for CitiPower and Powercor Australia, July 2014.

in the graph below left, which ranks distributors 

according to their relative cost effi ciency. 

The analysis takes into account the operating 

expenditure that each network incurs relative to 

the number of customers served, reliability of 

supply and the number of physical assets in 

each network. CitiPower and Powercor have 

among the lowest total costs of all networks 

given the services provided to customers. 

Pricing outcomes
Victorians pay the lowest network costs in 

Australia. Research conducted in 2013 by 

energy sector experts Oakley Greenwood 

concluded that in Victoria, distribution network 

charges comprise about 22 per cent of the 

average household electricity bill (excluding 

government policy-related smart meter charges 

and feed-in tariffs), compared to a range of 

45 to 50 per cent in other states and territories.

The study, Causes of Residential Electricity Bill 
Charges in Victoria, 1995 to 2013, found that 

while household electricity bills have increased 

between 1995 and 2013, standard ‘poles and 

wires’ distribution costs in Victoria in real terms 

(excluding the impact of government 

policy-related programs) have declined by 

$120 or 28 per cent, softening the scale of 

bill increases.

The fi ndings showed that Victorian electricity 

distribution businesses are delivering services 

more cost effectively than their interstate 

counterparts, and recent claims that ‘poles 

and wires’ are driving up electricity prices are 

inaccurate in respect to Victoria.
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Powercor customer

They do what they do very well. They run one 
of the most if not the most reliable power grid 
in Australia with the lowest network costs.

QLD NSW ACT SA TAS VIC 

Network Distribution (VIC) 

How we compare – Bill composition across Australia
All amounts represented in 2013 dollars 

Source: Causes of Residential Electricity Bill Charges in Victoria, 1995 to 2013 (Oakley Greenwood).

All amounts represented in 2013 dollars and do not include impact of the carbon tax repeal.
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There continues to be ongoing discussion 

about electricity pricing and the need for 

network tariff reform. We welcome further 

discussion on tariff reform – we believe that 

tariff structures and options should better 

refl ect customer needs and ensure effi cient 

and targeted investment in building smarter, 

more resilient networks.

Tariffs are grouped into classes based on 

customer types and voltage levels for residential 

customers, small to medium sized enterprises 

(SMEs), and large commercial and industrial 

customers. 

Residential and SMEs have access to two 

tariff types – fl at rate and fl exible pricing. 

Large commercial and industrial customers 

have a maximum demand tariff and an energy 

based tariff.

Fewer classes and tariffs provide a more 

streamlined pricing structure and deliver 

greater transparency.

   Feedback prompts

• What are your views on the current tariff structures? [01]

• What do you think about the introduction of a maximum demand tariff? [02]

• What are your views on other tariff types such as critical peak pricing, 
as well as consumption based and location based tariffs? [03]

In regards to residential tariffs, customers are 

normally billed a fl at rate for the electricity they 

use during the billing period. Customers can 

also opt in to a fl exible pricing tariff that 

charges different rates for electricity at different 

times of the day, with higher rates during peak 

times and lower rates during shoulder and 

off-peak times. 

As part of our tariff strategy, we are investigating 

the introduction of a maximum demand tariff for 

residential and SME customers. This charge 

would be based on a customer’s point in time 

electricity demand and would replace tariffs 

based on overall electricity use. This would 

reward customers who moderate their electricity 

during a prescribed number of maximum 

demand days. This type of charge recognises 

the cost of reinforcing our network so that it can 

manage maximum load requirements.
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Regulatory Price Reset Stakeholder 
Engagement Program
Stakeholder engagement is core to the strategic priorities 

of our business, and we regularly seek feedback from 

our customers on our performance and consult with them 

on policy and business issues through our Customer 

Consultative Committee.

To ensure we have a robust foundation for our detailed 

plans and submissions for the 2016–2020 regulatory control 

period, we have undertaken a comprehensive stakeholder 

engagement program to help us better understand the 

concerns, issues, wants and needs of our customers.

Our stakeholder 
engagement program

Key points

• We have undertaken a comprehensive 
stakeholder engagement program to 
help us better understand the concerns 
and preferences of our customers.

• More than 1,000 customers participated 
in our online survey. We also met with 
many customers through targeted 
focus groups and engagement forums 
held in Caroline Springs, Melbourne 
central business district, Geelong, 
Mildura, Warrnambool and Bendigo 
in May and June this year.

• Insights from our customers, combined 
with our regulatory obligations, are 
helping to shape our directions and 
priorities for the 2016–2020 period.

ensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensiveensi eiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Help facilitate customers’ energy choices, 
educating them about new technologies 
and industry changes to help increase 
their satisfaction
Customers say they need more information on 

new technologies and changes to the industry.

Provide improved access to data and 
information about energy consumption
Many customers want better access to 

electricity usage data, including data being 

made available online, so they can better 

understand and manage their energy usage.

Maximise opportunities to improve the 
service experience
While customers rate their overall customer 

experience as positive, they believe that 

CitiPower and Powercor should continue to 

focus on improving service interactions 

wherever possible.

What we have learnt from our 
customers
Insights drawn from our research and 

engagement forums have shown that CitiPower 

and Powercor customers want us to:

Run a safe electricity distribution 
network, particularly in respect 
to bushfi re mitigation strategies
Customers support additional investment in 

areas of high bushfi re risk where additional 

safety benefi ts can be realised. 

Focus on cost-effective management 
of our assets and investments to 
maintain reliability levels, manage risk 
and support growth
Customers want a continued focus on 

cost-effective management of our assets 

that maintain current levels of reliability and 

manage risk, along with effi cient and targeted 

investment that supports growth. 

Get more from emerging technologies to 
build a more resilient network that can 
meet customers’ needs into the future
With the introduction of smart meters and 

increasing adoption of renewable energy, 

customers want us to understand how 

emerging technologies can be used to deliver 

a cost-effective, reliable network.

   Feedback prompts

• Please provide your comments on how effective you 

believe our engagement program has been in identifying 

concerns, needs and issues, with examples if possible. [04]

CitiPower customer

We need clever investment that 
contributes to longer term gains, 
not just more of the same

We are interested in your feedback on the directions and priorities 

outlined in this paper. We invite you to make a submission and to 

consider commenting on the numbered Feedback prompts which 

we have provided throughout this document for easy reference. 

Please read the Providing feedback section at the end of this 

document prior to making a submission. 

Submissions close 5pm AEST, Friday 31 October 2014.



Powering
communities...



on the task ahead
Focused
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[We] want effi cient 
expenditure and targeted 
investment in the network, 
particularly when it comes 
to facilitating customer 
choice in respect to 
renewable energy such 
as solar and wind.

[We] expect forward 
and proactive planning 
to ensure the integrity, 
capacity and capability 

of the network

pay close attention to 
safety and maintenance, 
and support additional 
investment in activities 
that reduce the risk of 
fi re danger

 [We] want 
reliable supply 
for a reasonable 
price...

On average, 80 per cent of 

customers surveyed were:

...satisfi ed with 
current levels of 
electricity supply 
reliability...

Through our online survey, market research and regional 

engagement forums we found the majority of our 

customers – 94 per cent of CitiPower and 92 per cent of 

Powercor – are satisfi ed with our services, with 80 per cent 

of our customers happy with reliability of electricity supply.

Our customers told us they want us to maintain the current 

levels of reliability at a reasonable price. They told us they 

had little appetite to pay more for additional build on the 

network to support higher peak usage and also had little 

appetite to change consumption behaviour – they want 

electricity when they need to use electricity.

As a result, customers want a continued focus on effi cient 

and targeted investment across our networks, particularly 

when it comes to enabling customers’ energy choices 

including renewable energy sources. They want us to plan 

for the future to ensure the integrity, capacity and resilience 

of the network. 

It was generally felt that future needs would be best 

met with a smart grid to enable choices and fl exibility, 

and take pressure off the existing network and traditional 

sources of electricity – this was particularly true for Powercor 

customers. In particular, they want us to pay close attention to 

safety and maintenance and they support additional investment 

in activities that reduce risk of fi re danger.

Many customers also want increased access to data and 

information, from their smart meters, and from us during 

unplanned outages.

Although electricity was seen as a major cost to business, our 

largest energy users placed far more emphasis on maintaining, 

or slightly improving, reliability levels. CitiPower’s largest energy 

users wanted greater focus on investing in the development of 

additional substations to service the inner-city and inner west 

Melbourne. Powercor’s largest energy users expressed a desire 

for stronger partnering in the form of the business taking a lead 

role in infrastructure investment. 

For the full research reports from our online survey, customer 

interviews and focus groups, visit www.talkingelectricity.com.au.

What CitiPower and Powercor customers told us

you told us...
What



7%

Residential

Mix of business, residential 

and business, and industry

93%

CitiPower

Age

Gender

Powercor

in-depth interviews 

were held with a 

cross-section of 

CitiPower and 

Powercor’s largest 

electricity users.

31

interviews were held with 

CitiPower and Powercor 

small and medium sized 

enterprises from a range of 

industries and postcodes.

25

Regional Engagement Forums held in 

Caroline Springs, Melbourne central 

business district, Geelong, Mildura, 

Warrnambool and Bendigo.
6

CitiPower 
and Powercor

34% 60 years+

27% 30–49 years

21% 18–29 years

18% 50–59 years

46% Male

54% Female

44% Male

56% Female

30% 60 years+

26% 30–49 years

24% 18–29 years

20% 50–59 years

Age

Gender

Who responded
to our online survey?

What we did...
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9 focus groups were held in South 

Melbourne and Richmond, with 

CitiPower customers invited based 

on age and postcode.

8 focus groups were held in Bendigo, 

Werribee, Mildura and Colac, with 

Powercor customers invited based 

on age and postcode. 
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Our directions 
and priorities
The insights collected 
through our stakeholder 
engagement program, along 
with our knowledge of the 
network, future trends and 
our regulatory obligations, 
are shaping our directions 
and priorities.

For the 2016–2020 regulatory 
control period our investments 
will be focused on fi ve key areas:

1.  Protecting our customers and our network 
– Running a safe operation

2.  Maintaining cost-effective reliability 
–  Keeping the power on through appropriate 

maintenance, operations and policies

3.  Growing with Victoria 
–  Providing augmentation of the network where required

4.  Networks for the future 
– Being a facilitator of new technologies

5.  Making it easy for our customers 
–  Listening to our customers’ needs and responding 

in a timely manner
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Running a safe operation
Safety is the number one priority for 
CitiPower and Powercor. Electricity 
distribution is inherently hazardous due 
to the nature, size and location of our 
assets. We are committed to achieving 
the highest standards of safety for our 
customers, employees, contractors and 
the community.

A key consideration is the community safety 

risks posed by the environment in which our 

assets are located, particularly in bushfi re risk 

areas. The overall health and condition of our 

assets is an important contributor and we 

have well-developed preventative maintenance 

and replacement policies to minimise the 

risks arising from our assets. We seek 

to minimise these risks further through 

vegetation management and investment 

in new technologies.

Reducing the risk of bushfi res
Rural Victoria is one of the most 

bushfi re-prone places in the world and, 

given the hazardous nature of our industry, 

CitiPower and especially Powercor must 

ensure the safety of our community and 

employees at all times. 

Powercor manages bushfi re risk through:

• Ongoing vegetation management planning

• Continuous asset inspection and 

maintenance programs 

• Making adjustments to the electricity 

network operations control systems during 

high risk periods

• Preparing crews across the network for 

the fi re season 

• More frequent inspections of overhead 

powerlines in high bushfi re risk areas.

In addition to our planning, policies and 

procedures, new and ongoing investments are 

made to help bushfi re prevention, including the 

installation of vibration dampers and armour 

rods on powerlines in high bushfi re risk areas. 

Armour rods and dampers reduce risks by 

protecting powerlines from the long-term 

impacts of vibration from winds. Further, the 

identifi cation and rectifi cation of powerline 

clearance issues will reduce the incidence 

of conductor clashes on multi-circuit high 

voltage (HV) lines.

The retrofi tting of vibration protection devices to more than 190,000 

spans of high voltage line is underway, with 80,000 spans of line completed 

to date and 120,000 to be completed by year end. A survey of more than 

10,000 spans of multi-circuit powerlines in high bushfi re risk areas has 

been undertaken using state-of-the-art laser ranging equipment to identify 

any instances where there is a potential for clashing of powerlines.

Under the Powerline Replacement Fund, up to $60 million will be directed 

towards funding powerline replacement between 2016 and 2020 in the 

highest risk areas of the rural network – part of a Victorian Government 

funding commitment of up to $750 million over 10 years, in which 

Powercor is taking a leading role.

Powerline undergrounding efforts are also underway, currently centred 

in the Otway Ranges to help create a safer environment for those 

communities, as well as coastal areas south and east extending to 

beyond Anglesea. The powerline undergrounding will next focus on 

the Macedon Ranges area. 

Further spending has been committed to the undergrounding of private 

overhead powerlines, with around 20 expected to be replaced this year 

under a pilot initiative involving property owners in the Surf Coast region. 

We are continuing to work with the Victorian Government to identify 

further works for the 2016–2020 regulatory control period.

In addition, we anticipate future work programs may include the installation 

of Rapid Earth Fault Current Limiters in zone substations, new generation 

automatic circuit reclosers on our single wire earth return (SWER) 

networks, and new overhead powerline construction standards in very 

high consequence bushfi re risk areas.

1.  Protecting our customers 
and our network

Key points

• Safety for the community, our assets and our 
people is an overriding priority of our business. 

• Recent events in Victoria and assessments of the 
state’s fi re risk show an increased likelihood of fi res 
occurring more often and to more devastating 
effect. Furthermore, there is an increasing number 
of severe extreme weather events that cause 
signifi cant damage to the above-ground network. 

• We are adopting new technologies that improve 
our ability to monitor and manage our assets 
in high-risk areas.

rrrrrrrrrr

Powercor customer

It’s a no brainer, they have to get 
the safety side of things right. 
That’s a top priority
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Electricity Safety Management Scheme
Through the Electricity Safety Management 

Scheme (ESMS), we submit quarterly 

and annual performance reports to Energy 

Safe Victoria (ESV). The ESMS reports are 

mandatory requirements for each Major 

Electricity Company (MEC). An ESMS 

must include a plan for the mitigation 

of bushfi re danger in relation to the MEC’s 

supply network. 

A MEC must design, construct, operate, 

maintain and decommission its supply network 

to minimise, as far as practicable:

• Hazards and risks to the safety of any 

person arising from the supply network

• The hazards and risks of damage to the 

property of any persons arising from 

the supply network

• The bushfi re danger arising from the 

supply network.

The Scheme evaluates risks associated 

with electrical safety, to persons and 

property, and seeks improvements to 

controls as appropriate. The ESMS drives 

change to business practices when a risk 

is deemed to warrant attention. Our ESMS 

represents a commitment to positively 

manage the risks of our electricity networks 

to a level of safety ‘as far as practicable’. 

   Feedback prompts

• Are you satisfi ed that we are making the right level of investment 

across our networks to reduce the risk of fi re danger, particularly 

in high risk and high consequence bushfi re areas? [05]

• What are your views on our current approach to vegetation 

management? [06]

Our vegetation management program
Under the Electricity Safety (Electric Line Clearance) 

Regulations (2010), we are responsible for 

maintaining trees and vegetation within our networks. 

This is done through regular vegetation inspection, 

pruning and removal to ensure appropriate clearance 

from powerlines. Vegetation management (keeping 

trees away from powerlines) is essential to CitiPower 

and Powercor’s aim to provide a safe and reliable 

electricity supply for its customers. 

Since 2010, we have been delivering a program of works 

with ESV to ensure the required clearances are maintained 

at all times across our entire network, not just high bushfi re 

risk areas. Achieving these clearances at all times has 

altered how we conduct vegetation management, including 

the requirement for more frequent pruning and inspections.

We work closely with local councils on vegetation 

management planning and programs, and have 

increased our consultation in regard to the changed 

requirements. In the case of CitiPower, local government 

councils are responsible for the majority of vegetation 

clearance works. In the case of Powercor, we also 

communicate with rural property owners and customers 

with private powerlines to ensure mutual obligations are 

met. We are also working with ESV to determine the 

safest and most effective way to undertake maintenance 

and vegetation management of private powerlines. 

As vegetation management must balance the safety 

of the community with overall visual amenity, many 

customers are interested in how often we conduct 

vegetation management. In our recent survey, we found 

28 per cent of CitiPower and 21 per cent of Powercor 

customers support lighter but more frequent pruning 

of vegetation. In particular CitiPower customers have 

a strong dislike of the ‘V’ or ‘U’ shaped cutting of trees, 

particularly in Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. While 

Powercor customers also had strong dislike of the ‘V’ 

or ‘U’ shaped cutting of trees in their city centres, there 

was general acceptance that trees outside of city centres 

should be removed if they posed a fi re or safety hazard.

Our directions and priorities
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Keeping the power on through 
appropriate maintenance, 
operations and policies
We have established a strong track 
record for delivering a cost-effective, 
reliable and safe electricity supply for 
our customers. Our networks are large 
and complex. Our distribution networks 
comprise more than 90,000 kilometres 
of overhead powerlines, with 
approximately 40 per cent and 10 per cent 
of underground lines in our CitiPower 
and Powercor networks respectively. 
Our network also comprises more than 
95 zone substations, more than 200 zone 
substation transformers, more than 
85,000 distribution transformers, more 
than 580,000 poles, and millions 
of fuses and ancillary equipment. 

We are committed to best practice asset 

management strategies to ensure the safe and 

reliable operation of our distribution networks, 

recognising that many factors affect reliability 

and that there are differences in how urban 

and rural networks are managed.

Modernising ageing network assets
We are committed to taking a targeted and 

cost-effective approach to the replacement 

and refurbishment of ageing assets. Our 

approach is to monitor assets and take a 

risk based approach when assessing their 

condition, only repairing or replacing the 

asset when it is needed to maintain 

reliability and security of supply.

This internationally recognised risk based 

approach involves monitoring the newly 

developed Health and Load Indexes of our 

strategic major plant items, such as transformers 

and high voltage circuit-breakers, ensuring that 

the risk profi le of this equipment is maintained 

during the next regulatory period.

Across the CitiPower network, much of 

Melbourne’s 22kV network, developed in 

the 1940s, is still in use today and continues 

to supply some of the city’s inner suburbs. 

These older assets are now reaching an age 

where deterioration could pose a reliability risk. 

We plan to decommission several of 

these smaller zone substations during the 

2016–2020 regulatory control period and 

connect customers to our more modern 

66kV sub-transmission network. 

Targeted upgrades to the 66kV network will 

be made to accommodate the increase in 

customers. This works program will start by 

targeting ageing zone substations in Prahran, 

Russell Place in Melbourne’s central business 

district, and the docks area.

In the Powercor network, modernisation 

in Melbourne’s western suburbs is already 

underway with the redevelopment of the ageing 

zone substation in Sunshine expected to be 

completed in 2017.

Across our networks, we have a targeted works 

program to replace key assets within major 

installations including:

• Warrnambool Zone Substation

• Winchelsea Zone Substation

• Terang Zone Substation

• Echuca Zone Substation

• Brunswick Zone Substation

• Zone substation near Flinders Lane in 

Melbourne’s central business district.

Ensuring a resilient network 
for inner Melbourne
With Melbourne’s population expected 

to surpass Sydney’s by the middle of this 

century, CitiPower is committed to ensuring 

that residents and businesses in inner 

Melbourne have access to a cost-effective, 

reliable and safe electricity supply.

The Central Business District Security of Supply 

project was initiated by CitiPower in 2004, 

in conjunction with the Victorian Government, 

to ensure the long-term resilience of the 

66kV network to improve the security of 

supply to inner Melbourne.

Key points

• We run the most cost-effi cient and reliable urban 
and rural electricity distribution networks in Victoria.

• We have an ongoing program to inspect and repair 
our extensive overhead network of 580,000 poles. 

• Our network is operated and maintained by skilled 
and experienced teams working from more than 
14 local offi ces and depots.

2. Maintaining 
 cost-effective reliability
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We are forecasting to spend a combined 

estimate of more than $40 million from 2016 

to 2020 to increase the resilience and fl exibility 

of the CitiPower network to withstand high 

voltage cable outages – ensuring we continue 

to deliver our current reliability into the future. 

This will be achieved through the development 

of several 66kV switching hubs that will be 

interconnected to the redeveloped Brunswick 

Terminal Station, scheduled for completion 

during the next regulatory control period, which 

will provide back-up in the event of a major 

cable outage. Transferring customers to this 

station will relieve highly loaded terminal 

stations and zone substations throughout inner 

Melbourne. In addition to this, the metropolitan 

capacity projects will meet the growth in 

demand that is being driven by new residential 

and commercial developments within the 

central business district precinct and inner 

urban areas.

Regulatory frameworks set targets
CitiPower and Powercor are required to 

meet a large number of reliability, safety 

and customer service standards. These 

requirements are outlined in a variety of 

documents including the Electricity 

Distribution Code, which covers network 

performance, quality of supply and asset 

management, and the Electricity Safety Act 

among others. 

The most relevant quality of supply indicator is 

voltage quality, and we are required to maintain 

supply to customers within the voltage ranges 

specifi ed in the Electricity Distribution Code.

   Feedback prompts

• Are you satisfi ed that we are taking 

a targeted and considered approach 

to modernising our network? [07]

• Do you believe we are adequately 

investing in inner Melbourne’s 

electricity supply? [08]

The changing landscape of our networks, 

including the rapid and broad installation of 

large and small-scale embedded generation, 

presents challenges for CitiPower and 

Powercor to maintain prescribed voltage 

ranges at all times. CitiPower and Powercor 

are currently developing a number of voltage 

management projects to ensure an ongoing 

quality of supply to customers.

In respect to service reliability, the Australian 

Energy Regulator (AER) has established 

an incentive/penalty regime to provide us with 

incentives to achieve improvements in the 

reliability indicators of average frequency 

of interruption per year (SAIFI), and average 

minutes disconnected per year (SAIDI). 

The AER also sets telephone answering 

parameters for our Customer Contact Centre. 

Similar to reliability, the AER provides fi nancial 

incentives in this area of customer service 

for performance, as well as penalties, against 

agreed targets.

Powercor customer

The reliability right now 
is good. Their priority 
should be to maintain the 
current levels, we need 
reliable supply but don’t 
want to put any further 
pressure on costs.

Our directions and priorities
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Providing augmentation of the 
network where required
To help power growth and to ensure 
Victoria can meet tomorrow’s challenges, 
we are currently forecasting to spend 
more than $500 million in the period to 
2020 on major capital works, where it is 
needed most. 

Our proposed program for 2016–2020 targets 

new zone substations in Melbourne’s west, 

upgrades of transformers to meet load growth 

in agricultural areas, and new 66kV switching 

hubs across the Melbourne central business 

district.

Forecast investments recognise the need to 

manage our network for changing consumption 

patterns. Different types of customers place 

different demands on the system at different 

times of the day. Customers are also choosing 

new ways to access their electricity needs – 

the traditional electricity distribution network 

model is evolving. Rooftop solar PV systems, 

electric vehicles, battery storage, other forms 

of distributed generation, and even energy 

effi ciency technologies, will impact on how 

CitiPower and Powercor operate in the future 

and our capital works programs help address 

these new challenges. 

The challenge of forecasting demand
While overall electricity demand patterns 

have grown at a historically slower rate 

during the past fi ve years, based on 

independent advice and feedback received 

from stakeholders, we see pockets of 

strong growth in certain areas of Victoria. 

In the latter half of the 20th century, overall 

growth in the use of electronics, larger houses, 

and increasing industrial needs saw electricity 

distribution networks augmenting assets 

across the entire network. During the next fi ve 

to ten years, a more targeted approach will be 

necessary to enhance the electricity network, 

to match demand and maintain the high 

reliability standards Victorians expect.

Making it easier for customers to connect
We also are adapting our processes and 

engagement methods to make it easier for 

our customers to connect to our networks 

by standardising and automating our 

end-to-end connections process – using 

the tools our customers prefer. 

We also recognise that there is now a wide 

variety of ways for customers to connect to our 

networks. We increasingly connect large-scale 

solar farms, wind turbines both small and large, 

rooftop solar PV systems and a range of 

other small-scale distributed generation units. 

We are currently evaluating options to improve 

our connections process and the customer 

experience – from both a cost and time 

perspective. 

Customer growth and development drives 
targeted investment
With signifi cant new investments planned, 

we are committed to maintaining high levels 

of reliability by ensuring new infrastructure 

is built where it is needed most. 

Melbourne’s western suburbs, which include 

the newer, developing suburbs such as Toolern 

and Rockbank, are experiencing unprecedented 

growth and are home to the largest number 

of residential, commercial and industrial 

customers in the Powercor network. Powercor 

is planning to spend more than $75 million in 

these areas up to 2020 on a major capital works 

program to ensure continued reliability of supply 

to meet this growth in electricity demand 

between now and 2020. 

3. Growing with Victoria

Key points

• Our networks cover some of the fastest growing 
regions in Australia, including the Melbourne central 
business district and inner suburbs, the western 
suburbs of Melbourne, and the agricultural regions 
of the Riverina and southwest Victoria. 

• Today’s energy sector has changed more in the 
last fi ve to ten years than it has in the past century. 
Customers are choosing new ways to access their 
electricity needs while demanding more reliable 
electricity supplies. 

• Our challenge is to provide Victorians with the 
most reliable electricity to power their homes 
and businesses, while helping them connect 
to electricity services in the ways they prefer, 
all while providing value for money.

wingwingwingwingwingwingwingwingwingwingwingwingwingingingingiiii
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The construction of the Deer Park Terminal 

Station, scheduled to start in 2015, will serve the 

growing outer western and northern suburbs of 

Melbourne. Our works on this program will 

comprise the construction of new 66kV lines 

and a new zone substation at Truganina to 

supply customers in this region and relieve 

a number of highly loaded zone substations, 

as well as the Keilor Terminal Station.

Mildura and surrounding areas are also 

experiencing strong growth driven largely 

by agribusiness and irrigation requirements. 

Demand in Mildura and the Murray region is 

forecast to increase, with particularly strong 

growth in the Wemen and Boundary Bend 

areas, driven by horticultural enterprises. 

Powercor is planning to spend more than 

$25 million in the period to 2020 on a major 

capital works program to meet this forecast 

demand for the region, and ensure reliability 

of supply is maintained. 

Electricity demand in the Warrnambool region 

is also forecast to increase over the next fi ve 

years largely driven by population increases, 

which will lead to further residential 

development, and the expansion of key 

local industries such as agriculture and dairy. 

To cater for this demand growth and to 

ensure reliability of supply is maintained in 

Warrnambool and surrounding areas, 

Powercor plans to spend more than $26 million 

on major capital upgrades in the region. 

   Feedback prompts

• Do you agree with our assessment of 

growth areas? [09]

• Are you satisfi ed that our investments are 

targeted and focused on building 

infrastructure where it is needed most? [10]

The Geelong and Surf Coast region is experiencing 

strong residential and commercial growth in new 

and expanding areas, driving a resurgence in 

housing construction and associated commercial 

development – primarily between Waurn Ponds and 

Torquay. Powercor is planning to spend more than 

$58 million in the period to 2020 on a major capital 

works program that will ensure continued reliability 

over the coming years for more customers in 

Geelong, the Bellarine Peninsula and Surf Coast. 

As a major regional centre and community hub, 

electricity demand in Bendigo and the northern 

Victorian region is forecast to steadily increase 

over the next fi ve years, driven by residential and 

commercial growth as well as the expansion of 

agribusiness within the region, particularly dairy 

activity in the Goulburn Valley region around 

Numurkah and Tatura. Powercor plans to spend 

around $48 million on major capital upgrades 

to cater for this expected rise in demand and 

to ensure reliability of supply is maintained.

Powercor customer

Powercor needs to be aware 
of the drivers behind increased 
growth in this region and 
make the corresponding 
investment in its network.

Our directions and priorities
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Being a facilitator of new 
technologies
Renewable generation is now a reality of 
our energy generation mix, with solar and 
wind power increasingly being integrated 
into the network.

Customers with solar panels or wind turbines 

can connect directly to our distribution 

network, however at times we need to upgrade 

and adapt our infrastructure to accommodate 

connection of these alternative sources of 

energy. The emergence of the two-way 

network requires us to address new challenges, 

particularly as energy fl ows and quality of 

supply issues become more complex.

While we are supportive of small-scale 

generation, we need to work with customers 

and stakeholders to ensure we balance this 

with maintaining the safety and stability of our 

networks. To prevent network overloading 

and damaging voltage levels, in certain 

circumstances there is a limit to how much 

solar power can be produced and fed back 

into the network without further upgrades.

We are committed to assessing future energy 

trends to help determine likely electricity usage 

patterns and technologies that will infl uence 

how we plan and upgrade our network over 

the coming decades, in order to continue to 

facilitate all forms of customer connections.

4.  Networks for the future

Key points

• We are committed to understanding emerging 
technologies, alternative sources of energy and 
changing consumer patterns, to ensure effective 
and cost-effi cient reinforcement of our network.

• We have installed smart meters for more than 
one million customers across our networks. We are 
working with our customers to help them get the 
most from their meter and the extra choice and 
control this advanced technology offers.

• Solar and wind power are increasingly being 
integrated into our networks. Nearly 74,000 
Powercor customers and more than 5,100 CitiPower 
customers have installed solar panels since 2009, 
with a combined capacity of almost 210,000 and 
15,800 kilowatts respectively.

ngngngnggggggggggggg

CitiPower customer

We need a smart grid. There’s no 
point replacing old infrastructure 
with the same thing we have done 
for fi fty years. Replace it with 
something ahead of the curve.

Building a smarter network
We will continue to invest in the development 

of a smarter network incorporating advanced 

technologies that enable more effi cient capital 

investment, improved safety and reliability 

as well as widespread integration of renewable 

energy sources as more customers choose 

to invest in small-scale generation.

In particular, the installation of smart meters and 

better communications capability is central to the 

development of smart grids and better management 

of the network, giving us the ability to respond 

quickly and cost effi ciently to network faults 

through remote control that improves our response 

time and creates a safer network.
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   Feedback prompts

• Should we invest more in researching emerging technologies 

that help build a smarter grid? [11]

• Do you believe we should be doing more to facilitate customers’ 

energy choices? [12]

In addition to getting more from smart meters, we are focused on 

understanding emerging technologies that give us improved 

network fl exibility and control and the opportunity to address 

customer needs by better facilitating their energy choices. 

To that end, we intend to undertake further studies to examine 

long-term technology developments so that we can continue to 

enhance our roadmap for future investment opportunities. 

As part of our Demand Side Engagement Strategy, we are working 

with a number of third party providers to design a portfolio of 

demand side solutions to potentially address constraints in the 

areas of our network with the highest growth in demand. Running 

a portfolio demand side solution is an innovative, cost-effective, 

technology-driven approach that includes new and original 

concepts instead of upgrading network capacity. 

Having the best performing smart meter 

program in Victoria has enabled us to leverage 

this technology to build greater functionality. 

This includes tamper alarms to secure the 

network from theft, better management of 

peak demand, as well as faster and more 

effi cient investigation into quality of supply 

issues for customers. It also delivers enhanced 

outage management, giving us the ability to 

remotely survey the network after a major 

storm event ensuring that all customers have 

been reconnected.

This means we are now well placed to get the 

most from this technology with a range of 

enhancements identifi ed for the next regulatory 

control period. 

These include improved supply capacity 

control during times of peak energy 

consumption periods, such as extended 

periods of extreme hot weather, as well as the 

ability to manage load imbalance, avoiding 

quality of supply issues and ensuring more 

effi cient investment in the network.

For customers with solar PV systems, we 

intend to build an interface between the smart 

meter and smart inverters, giving the inverter 

the capability to respond to network conditions 

and control its output in respect of voltage, 

ensuring quality of supply is maintained across 

the network.

CitiPower customer

I am hoping that in time we 
will be able to obtain more data 
regarding our usage of power in 
our homes via the smart meter. 
I hope the readings are more 
accurate for billing purposes.

Our directions and priorities



Key points

• Our customer contact centres manage more 
than one million calls each year, and we answer 
75 per cent of fault calls within 30 seconds. Our 
customers’ most common queries relate to loss 
of electricity supply, new connections and 
reconnections, solar power, retailers and registered 
electrical contractors.

• Our customer service strategy, built on extensive 
research and customer engagement, is focused 
on keeping the voice of the customer and delivery 
of their needs at the centre of our business.

• In 2016–2020, we will continue to deliver what our 
customers value: reliable services, timely and 
accurate information on issues affecting their 
electricity supply, and self-service options. 
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Listening to our customers’ 
needs and responding in a 
timely manner
Excellence in customer service, and 
making it easy for our customers, 
underpin our company vision. Our 
strategic customer service approach is 
‘providing customers with an exceptional, 
timely and consistent service experience 
with their channel and device of choice’. 
We regularly survey our customers 
seeking their feedback on how we can 
improve our services, and we consult on 
business and policy issues through our 
Customer Consultative Committee 
meetings.

Our Powerful Customer Service program is 

focused on listening to our customers and 

taking responsibility for their satisfaction by 

meeting our commitments and ensuring our 

people follow through to resolve customer 

complaints.

Our Customer Contact Centres take more 

than one million calls annually, with 75 per cent 

of fault calls answered within 30 seconds. 

A strong commitment to resolve customer 

issues is refl ected in our low rate of complaints 

– last fi nancial year CitiPower and Powercor 

received 132 and 296 complaints respectively 

across our nearly 1.1 million customer base. 

This is the lowest rate of complaint when 

compared to other distribution businesses 

in Victoria.

Listening to the voice of the customer has 

been central to the development of our 

Customer Service Strategy 2013–2020 and is 

at the forefront of our stakeholder engagement 

program.

5.  Making it easy 
for our customers

Adapting our service model to meet 
expectations
Our customers want greater transparency, 

and more information and education so 

they can better manage their electricity 

consumption and costs.

While the preferred method of contact for most 

of our customers is the telephone, increasing 

use of the internet, SMS alerts, email and other 

advancing digital technologies such as our 

release of Australia’s fi rst outage app, means 

customers can now connect using the channel 

of their choice.

In recognition of this, during the past two 

years we invested $9 million in new telephony 

systems and we have responded to customers’ 

requests for better access to information – 

we are the only distribution business in 

Victoria who can provide customers with 

specifi c information via an automated service 

about their property, rather than suburb, when 

they are calling about a power outage.

In July this year we launched our new website, 

giving customers even better access to outage 

information, including an interactive map that 

features information on the cause of an outage, 

the number of customers affected, specifi c 

areas affected, estimated restoration times and 

useful tips to employ during an outage. 
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Our focus is now on integrating our systems 

so we can leverage existing functionality and 

enhance its use to provide better customer 

service. Building enhanced functionality is 

underpinned by the introduction of smart 

meters which help customers better monitor 

their electricity use so that they can access 

time-of-use tariffs to manage their energy 

consumption and costs. Smart meters also 

provide us better consumption data which 

in turn enables us to better understand usage 

and demand patterns.

During the next regulatory period we are 

considering options to invest approximately 

$50 million on new billing and customer 

relationship management systems that create 

a single view of our customer, as well as 

providing real time data and information to our 

customer service centre. These systems, 

together with our smart meters, will provide for 

more accurate and cost-effective billing, 

particularly for customers who take up fl exible 

tariff options. Further analysis of this 

investment option is currently underway.

Creating safer communities
CitiPower and Powercor operate and 

maintain more than 200,000 residential 

and major road street lights across 

the network. Effi cient street lighting 

is important in creating safe, liveable 

cities and communities, and we work 

with local government councils to approve 

new lighting as well as maintain and 

upgrade existing assets. 

We were the fi rst Victorian distribution 

businesses to approve LED lights for 

residential application, and we are currently 

partnering with many local government 

councils to replace existing street lights with 

energy-effi cient alternatives under the Federal 

Government’s Community Energy Effi ciency 

Program. Under this program, local 

government can apply for government grants 

to fast track the replacement of ineffi cient 

street lights with high-effi ciency technologies 

that use less energy and are more reliable.

We also intend to explore opportunities with 

local government councils to implement smart 

street lighting, which gives councils the ability 

to: control lighting output on specifi c lights 

and know exactly which lights are not 

functioning; know the amount of electricity 

being utilised; and remotely alert us to lights 

needing repair. In addition, plans to improve 

online reporting of public street light faults 

for customers will ensure faster response 

times, keeping communities safe and well lit. 

CitiPower customer

I don’t need, or 
want, a great deal 
of communication. 
As long as we are 
advised of outages.

Our directions and priorities

   Feedback prompts

• What else should we be doing to make it easy 

for our customers? [13]

• What information and data do customers and 

stakeholders want and need, and what is the best 

way to deliver that information? [14]

• Is there anything else we should be doing in 

respect to public lighting? [15]

• What aspects of this consultation paper were 

useful in explaining our directions and priorities? [16]

• What could we do to improve future consultation 

documents? [17]



Providing feedback

CitiPower and Powercor value your 
feedback as a customer or stakeholder on 
the priorities and directions outlined in this 
consultation paper. Your feedback will help 
to ensure that we have a robust foundation 
for our detailed plans and submissions for 
the 2016–2020 regulatory control period.

Make a submission
This feedback is critical for us to achieve balanced 

outcomes for all network users in preparing our 

future plans. We aim to have open and 

transparent consultation processes. We therefore 

invite submissions on our Directions and Priorities 

Consultation Paper from members of the 

community.

Most of the submissions we receive, unless 

requested otherwise, will be made publicly available 

on our website www.talkingelectricity.com.au, 

throughout the course of the regulatory proposal 

review period.

Publishing submissions on our website will help 

to stimulate debate on the issues and promote 

transparency. However, we may exercise our 

discretion not to publish any submission based on 

its length or content (e.g. submissions containing 

material that is defamatory, offensive or in breach 

of any law). Excerpts of your submission as well 

as the information you provide may be used in 

business planning and other reports or 

documents published by CitiPower and Powercor. 

This may include our regulatory proposals lodged 

with the Australian Energy Regulator in April 2015. 

These reports and documents may be published 

on other websites.

How to make a submission
We encourage you to make a submission so your 

views can be taken into account before CitiPower 

and Powercor lodge regulatory proposals with the 

Australian Energy Regulator (AER) in April 2015.

You can select particular areas of interest or 

comment on everything in this paper. Submissions 

can be made:

• Online at: www.talkingelectricity.com.au

• By email: talkingelectricity@powercor.com.au

• In writing to:

MS MARY TAIT

PRICE RESET STAKEHOLDER 

ENGAGEMENT MANAGER

LOCKED BAG 14090

MELBOURNE VIC 8001

For more information see the Talking Electricity 

website.

Your submission needs to be with us by 

5pm AEST, Friday 31 October 2014.

While there is no standard format for submissions, 

it will help us better understand your views if 

you can indicate which part(s) of the paper your 

submission refers to; indicate the specifi c issues 

you wish to comment on; and include references 

to any supporting material or reports you refer 

to in your submission.

Your consent
By making a submission, you consent to CitiPower 

and Powercor using the information and feedback 

you provide in its regulatory proposals. Your 

consent will continue until you inform us that you 

withdraw it. If at the time you withdraw consent, 

CitiPower and Powercor have published a report 

which includes information you have provided, your 

consent will not be able to be withdrawn in respect 

of that published report.

Privacy
CitiPower and Powercor are committed to the 

protection of your personal information. We are 

required to comply with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), 
including the privacy principles applying to the 

private sector. Please visit our websites at 

www.citipower.com.au and www.powercor.com.au 

for our privacy policy.

Would you be interested 

in providing further feedback 

in the future? 

If so, please include your contact details 

with your submission including your name, 

email address and contact number. 
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